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Abstract PDMS derivatives have been extensively used

as coating in controlled drug delivery systems in pharma-

ceutical area. The major advantages of these materials are

facilitation of adjustment of desired drug release patterns,

improvement of film formation and storage stability. In this

study PDMS-based coating systems were designed and

applied to acetaminophen tablets and their release was

investigated from the PDMS-coated tablet dosage form as a

drug model. Thus, a water emulsion of PDMS containing

tetraethoxysilane as cross-linking agent and polyvinylpyr-

rolidone (PVP) as channeling agent was prepared. Then, a

uniform smooth thin coating of PDMS was applied on

acetaminophen tablets and in vitro acetaminophen release

from PDMS-coated tablets was carried out with a home-

made setup. The morphology of the coated surfaces was

studied by SEM technique. The effect of PVP on the

mechanical properties of PDMS film was investigated by

dynamic mechanical analysis. It was found that, PVP

increased the mechanical properties of PDMS. Com-

pounding of polyethylene glycol (PEG) with PVP (1:1) as

channeling agents was also studied and compared with

PVPs-containing samples. Despite more channeling agent

content in PEG–PVP samples, the drug release percentage

was decreased.
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Introduction

In the pharmaceutical industry, coating is often used to

change and enhance the performance of drug delivery

systems, especially solid dosage forms. Enteric coating

systems are designed to provide protection to oral tablets

delivered in the stomach. Literature search results indicate

that wide arrays of polymers have been utilized as coating

materials in oral dosage forms to achieve extended drug

release. The major advantages of these materials are:

facilitation of adjustment of the desired drug release pat-

terns, improvement of film formation and storage stability,

and providing the possibility to develop novel strategies for

site specific drug delivery [1]. Coating polymers such as

Eudragit, cellulose acetate, shellac and ethyl cellulose may

provide alternative materials for the development of these

systems.

One of the most well-known polymers used as coating

material is polydimethylsiloxane. The elastomeric poly-

siloxanes (silicones) with repeating unit [–SiRR’O–] are

the most important class of inorganic polymers in this

category. Of these, poly(dimethylsiloxanes) (PDMS) with

repeating unit [–Si (CH3)2O–] is commercially available

and used in many interesting applications [2–4]. PDMS

derivatives have been extensively used in the pharmaceu-

tical area, such as in controlled drug delivery systems due

to their biostability, noncarcinogenicity, nontoxicity, bio-

compatibility, and good mechanical properties [5, 6].

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) coatings were prepared

using end-hydroxylated poly(dimethylsiloxane) and dif-

ferent molecular weight polyethylene glycols (PEG) as

channeling agents to control drug release from pharma-

ceutical solid oral dosage forms. It is found that drug

release rate was controlled by the amount and molecular

weight of PEG. In other works, a pan-coating system was
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